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Field Crops Newsletter:

September 21, 2009

In General:
Those who have been able to make significant progress with harvesting should consider themselves
fortunate since a large portion of our corn, almost all of the soybeans, and all of the cotton are still in fields in the
central and northern Mississippi Hill country. Delta growers have made more progress; but still have a long way to
go. We have not seen a hurricane; but we have received as much rain as might have been expected from one. The
extended time during which rain has arrived, combined with warm temperatures have caused severe damage to
crops. There is little doubt that both yields and quality are being reduced as storm after storm crawled across our
area. We are experiencing what some refer to as a “Hundred Year” rain event; but it has not been a century since
1957 when something similar occurred.
Cotton:

Fields that were planted in late April and early May are in the later stages of maturation now, with from 10
to 50 percent of bolls cracked or open. I need not say that this is a serious situation since the ever-extending period
of rain can combine with temperatures in the mid eighties to cause several kinds of damage to bolls. Partially
opened bolls may deteriorate and fail to finish opening. Seed may begin to germinate. Lint may be stained by the
products of seed and bur deterioration. Stalks will likely begin to weaken, which will complicate harvest
preparation and harvesting. In some fields, leaves are already being lost as the result of leaf blight. This story is
discouraging; but I still feel that we can harvest this cotton crop and get it ginned if the rain will stop for a while.
Later planted fields, particularly those planted in late May or early June have not reached full maturity yet.
Some of the earliest varieties and sandy spots are opening; but ironically these fields are still being protected by their
lateness. However, this can’t last much longer; and as bolls begin to crack with daily rain they will likely be
damaged by bollrot.
We have seen tough harvesting conditions before; and I have not seen us fail to get most of the cotton
harvested. I can’t predict what may happen this year because I have not seen this situation in recent times. If the
weather will allow us to prepare fields and if cotton can fluff enough for spindles to grab it we will get most of it
harvested; but the way this is going that may not happen.
Corn:

This was destined to be a mediocre crop for most of you. Sure, I’ve heard about some high yields; but most
of the reports have reflected a drop in yield to levels well below those we have seen in recent years. Some yields
have been difficult to understand, especially when dryland fields have produced yields significantly higher than
irrigated fields. That’s just not supposed to happen; but it has.
In general, ear and stalk damage levels were not as bad as I had expected before this deluge started. I have
not been back to my variety trials since the rains began about two weeks ago; and I hesitate to go back because I
don’t think I will be happy with what I will likely find. I plan to rate the varieties for ear damage, ear drop, shuck
cover, lodging, and other things that may be apparent. We need this information as we decide on varieties to be
planted next year.
Soybeans:
Some of our soybeans are already ruined, and will likely not be worth harvesting. More fields will soon be
in the same condition. This year, I have visited one of the large MAFES trials several times to rate entries for
maturation. While performing this task, I have taken note of general condition, lodging, and levels of late season
disease. I have been amazed at the amount of difference among varieties within the Early Group 4 and Late Group 4
maturities. This should come as no surprise to anyone; but this year the amount of variation with regard to stability,
standability, and seed condition is amazing to say the least. At this time I can’t say which varieties are the best and
which are the worst since I am rating them only as numbered plots. I plan to wait until I have rated all of the entries

through Late Group 5 before decoding the test to see which entries have the best field stability. These plots will
hopefully be harvested at some point, and I hope we will be able to evaluate the entries as to actual levels of seed
damage, as well as yield. Varieties that survive this year and still produce acceptable quality beans and competitive
yields will be winners.
I believe we can go ahead and assume that soybean rust has been spread to most of our soybeans. The
applications of fungicides, even to fields that are still green, have not been an option during this prolonged period of
rain. We may see fields that show significant yield loss from this disease. However, I still believe that the worst
disease we have is pod and stem blight caused by diaporthe and phomopsis fungal infections. I have already had
reports from growers who were harvesting fields yielding 60 to 70 bushels per acre with very low damage levels
prior to the onset of rains. These same fields, if harvested now, would likely show much lower yields and damage
levels that may render them unmarketable. The legacy of this year will not go away quietly; but will haunt us for
years to come.
Wheat:

Wheat planting time will be here soon; but the poor performance of most fields last spring will likely
discourage many of you from planting this crop. This may be a wise perspective; but if planted in mid to late
November wheat could again reward us with good yields and decent returns. If we were to take the same attitude
about the other major crops, we would not plant anything. Each year is a new ball game; and if wheat prices look
good at planting time I feel we should plant the crop. Like it or not, there is no future in doing nothing.
The new wheat short list has been released, and I am including it here.

Weather:
You may have already seen the rainfall graph I included in Field Notes last week, showing rainfall in this
area from January through September. I am including that again here, and along with it a similar graph for 1957. I
believe you will be amazed at the similarities between these two years. As the older members of our group can
attest, 1957 was a year when much of the crop was damaged or lost to heavy rains and damage.

The earlier part of the season in 1957 produced almost normal levels of precipitation; however the latter
portion of the year showed monthly fluctuations similar to those we are experiencing now. I will not attempt to
draw conclusions from this comparison; but will leave you to form your own. We can’t know what the remainder of
2009 may hold for us; but we can see from the 1957 chart that things can get worse.
Carefully tucked away in recent news releases was a report from U.S. Geological Survey hydrologist
Charles Perry, stating that he “believes solar activity may have greater impacts on global temperatures than
previously thought”. Cooler temperatures also favor increased rainfall. This is not amazing to many of us who
have believed this for many years. Incidentally, sunspot activity is at the lowest point or “minimum” right now that
we have seen in a long time. In fact the last time solar activity was this low was in the mid 1950’s. The low activity
point during that period was not 1957, but 1954. I can’t say there is a direct correlation; but it’s close. The low
activity period in the 1950’s actually started in July 1953 and extended through May 1955. There were short periods
of very low sunspot activity in 1963 and 1985; but the present period of minimum activity is the longest in duration
since the 1950’s. Correlations like this are always “fuzzy”; and environmentalists don’t like them since they detract

from the theory that humans are responsible for climatic changes. Regardless of whatever theories may be floating
around these days, our sun is undoubtedly the “500 pound gorilla” in this room. For those who feel I am crazy;
thanks for the compliment. The same has been said about several other guys I can think of.
In Conclusion:
It is said that “a picture is worth a thousand words”. The photo below may be worth even more. It shows a
background of soybean plants with stems still green and essentially all of the beans ruined, ears of sprouting corn,
and cracked cotton bolls that will never open because of weather related deterioration. These three examples of
damage are from fields that had excellent yield potential only about two weeks ago. These beans are probably lost;
but most fields have not reached this level of severity. Corn and cotton may still produce fair yields if rains will
stop for a while and offer us a few clear days. Quality of all crops has been compromised. It’s all in the hands of
God. Thanks for your time.

Sincerely,

Ernest H. Flint, Ph.D., CCA
Area Agronomist

